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9 0 Y E AR S O F EXCELLE NCE

Hello, young reader . . . !
Thanks for taking the time,
In selecting my book of ridiculous rhyme.
I’m Gavin (you’ll find my full name on
the cover),
The teller of tales, which you’re soon to
discover.
It’s taken me years to unearth these
strange fables,
By visiting farmyards and hanging round
stables,

And this is a series with just a selection
Of some of the weirdest in my
		
collection.
They’re all about horses –
each one of them true –
And it’s such a nice privilege to share
them with you!
Well, when I say “True,” I mean . . .
that’s what I’ve heard.
(It’s hard to believe, since they’re all so
absurd!)
So, instead of returning this book to the
shelf,
Why not read on and decide for yourself?

At the edge of a town, on a
large patch of land,
I know of a factory, majestic and grand.
It has dozens of horses who work there
each day,

Merrily toiling away for their pay.
But what do they do there . . . ?
What is their task . . . ?
These are logical questions
you’re sure to ask.
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Well . . . each lovely horse is
providing a trade,

Is essential for instruments played
with a bow.

By supplying its hair so that

A role is assigned to each

stuff can be made.

animal there,

Bristles for paintbrushes,
stuffing for seats,
Even wall insulation

Depending of course on the
style of their hair.
Insulation and stuffing requires a horse

to keep in the heat.
And the hair from their tails
(as I’m sure you all know)
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Whose coat is quite shaggy –
or bushy and
coarse.

Brushes for painting need hair
sharp and fine.

Through the acres of green fields
surrounding their home.

Whereas musical bows require strong
strands like twine.
When a horse isn’t filling its face
from a trough,
It works three days a week and
has fourteen days off.
They’re groomed, they’re all pampered,
and each free to roam
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Hayley the horse was considered the
As her hair was quite special
compared to the rest.

best,

Her sleek tail was glossy,
her black mane perfection.
Her coat shone so bright you could
see your reflection.
They took Hayley’s locks
to make quality things,
Like the paintbrushes used to craft
portraits of kings,
Or the bows made for violins played
by musicians,
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